AsYouCan – Retailers
Background
It is estimated that over 1 in 100 people in Ireland currently have a diagnosis of autism.
There are many individuals who do not have a formal diagnosis and for the most part their
autism does not impact hugely on their lives. While many others are formally diagnosed,
indeed this figure has increased greatly in recent years, and Autism can pose a large challenge in day to day life. There are some life experiences that cause more stress and anxiety
than others, and shoping is just one.
The Autism Spectrum is broad, with people affected in a variety of ways, to varying degrees.
No two people on the spectrum are affected the same way. However the areas of difficulty
for those on the spectrum can largely be summed up under 4
headings:
•

Social Communication

•

Social Imagination

•

Social Interaction

•

Sensory Processing

This document is developed to help you understand the condition and some simple ways
you can make your business more autism friendly.
Like all families and individuals, those affected by Autism need to buy things and are your
customers! Indeed, considering that Autism affects 1 in 100 of the population, this means
that a large number of your adult and child customers have this condition.Through
experience, people with Autism and their families know what types of environments to avoid
so as not to exacerbate the condition.
Visiting a supermarket, shop or shopping centre is not easy for people who are on the Autism
Spectrum – often shops, by their very nature, can be noisy, unpredictable, and busy and also
involve a lot of communication. This can make it very difficult for customers with autism and

their families to face going into a shop at all. Especially if the person wants to browse or
shop for non-essential items or goods. A simple trip to the shops for a parent of a child with
Autism can at times be very challenging and stressful.
By being aware about some of the main symptoms and the unique problems of this condition
and finding out what you can do to enhance the shopping experience of those with it, you
and your staff can make an important contribution in enriching the lives of people with autism
in your community. You may be surprised how simple changes that your business can make
can then make a positive and significant difference to the quality of life to a large proportion
of your customers.

Retail – Key Challenges for those with Autism
Sensory – By their nature, shops are usually busy places! Not only can there be large
quantities of people but there is also a lot going on at any given time.
Consider your own shop … the following is an indication of the numerous ways that a normal
retail environment can adversely affect an autistic person to such an extent that they may
have to avoid your premises in order to maintain their social wellbeing.
Is it a noisy place? –

For example,

				
Is there a tannoy or loudspeaker system in
				operation?

				

				

Do you play background music?

				

How often does your alarm go off?

				

Does your till make noise?

				

Is the shop frequently very crowded with people?

Are there many different smells in your shop? – For example,
				

Do you have a bakery?

				

Do you sell fresh fruit and vegetables?

				

Is there a butcher or fish counter?

				

Do you sell leather products?

				

Do you sell perfume or deodorant?

What is your shop like to look at? – For example,
				

Are there very bright lights?

				

Is there any light that flickers?

				

Is your shop full of very bright colours?

				
			
				

Is there a huge amount of products / information to take in?

				

Do you have many television screens on?

Are there lots of people moving about all the time?

What is the tactile experience of customers in your shop? – For example,
				

Do people frequently bump into other people?

				

What are your floors and walls like?

				

What are your products like to handle?

Is there anything to taste in your shop? – For example, do you sell fresh produce or are there
samples available to try?
You are probably wondering what has all this got to do with autism?
People with autism often have difficulty processing their sensory environment. As a result
they can be under or over sensitive to certain senses.
This means people with the condition may find it difficult to cope in environments where there
is a lot of sensory information to process. Additionally, people with the condition often have
certain sensory experiences which they find particularly difficult e.g a baby crying, crowds
of people or the smell of a bag of crisps. The processing of these types of sensory inputs or
sensory information tends to be very particular to each person with the condition

As you can imagine, these sensory challenges can make busy retail units difficult to cope
with. Additionally, many families depend on retail units to have very specific products, for
example a person with autism may only wear one brand of tracksuit bottoms or eat one very
specific food brand – as this is the only one which they find agreeable to their senses.

Change – Moving things around in your store and
occasionally changing the layout is no doubt very
important to maximising your sales. However for
individuals affected by autism it can be quite a
stressful experience.
People with autism often find routine very
important – it limits anxiety and provides
reassurance. So when something is moved in a
shop or a floor plan changes, this can be a source of great distress for a person with the condition, particularly when the change was not something they had prepared for.

Communication – Many people with autism find communication to be challenging and the
world of retail is one in which communication is essential for customers.
The communication challenges faced by people with
Autism are broad and complex so we will try to
highlight some common challenges.
Some people with the condition are non-verbal (have
little or no speech), this not only makes it more
challenging to interact with staff but also can lead to a
person becoming very frustrated or upset.
For those with the conditionwho are verbally
competent, it can still be very difficult at times to explain why something is upsetting or
annoying you and this can lead to difficulties when shopping.
Additionally, people with autism often find social interaction difficult and so will
a) find it more difficult to ask for support or assistance from your staff if they are looking for
something
						or
b) in communication with other people may misunderstand things or may come across as
blunt or very matter of fact.
This is because people with autism do not think in the same way as others and have to learn
the social skills which come naturally to many people.

People with autism can also find it difficult to answer indirect questions and may take longer
to process information such as the price of a product at the till, this can lead to stress and
anxiety if the person is being put under pressure by staff or other
customers.

Organisation – Often people with autism find organisation skills difficult. For that reason, it
can be difficult to be organised while shopping e,g remember what they need, locate their
money, pack bags etc. This can lead to stress and anxiety, particularly when they feel that
they are under pressure or something goes wrong.

Stimming – ‘Stimming’ is a term used for repetitive stimulatory physical actions. When any
of us become anxious we resort to little physical actions such as tapping a pen or drumming
our fingers on the table. If we have been sitting for long periods of time we feel the need to
change position or get up and walk about. People with autism cope with their sensory needs
in the same way but their physical actions may be much more pronounced and obvious to
those around them. Some may need to jump, spin around, flap their hands or even emit a
loud shout. These actions are for the most part involuntary and become more pronounced at
times of stress. As children they may have very little control over their ‘stimming’ but as they
grow older they may learn to limit or control it to a certain extent. The greatest cause of
distress in these situations is the public’s reaction by staring or commenting on their
behaviour.

Anxiety – People with autism are often very anxious,
for some of the reasons which we have outlined above.
When a person leaves where they are most comfortable,
such as their home environment, and come to a retail
store they are likely to be anxious about all the things
which may go wrong or the unexpected.
If one small thing happens, such as a member of staff rushing them or a product they were
hoping for being out of stock, this can exasperate their anxiety levels.
Public Attitude – As the condition is invisible, many parents describe how rather than
receive empathy they are often stared at for “not being able to control their own child” by
other customers when their child exhibits challenging behaviour. This isolation makes the
role of the parent all the more difficult and the shopping experience all the more upsetting.

What YOU can do
The power is in your hands! You and your staff now have an
insight into some of the common challenges people with autism face and
what you can do, as a retailer, to make life a little bit easier for individuals
and families affected by autism. Remember, those with autism are not a
charity case but a significant customer base for your business – who will
reward small accommodations with loyalty!
We ask you to make an “AsIWill” Pledge such as
one of those listed below. You can participate by
simply taking a photograph with your pledge written on our“AsIWill”
template and post it on Facebook or twitter with the # “AsIWill”
We will highlight your commitment on our website where it may be seen by the very people
who have a vested interest in an Autism Friendly Retail Environment and AsIAm would delighted to support you in this undertaking at any stage.
AsIWill – Provide a quite area:
Provide a section in your shopping centre or large retail store so that families have somewhere a person with autism can take a few moments to collect themselves if they are feeling
overwhelmed.
This will not only mean you have something to attract families that are affected by autism to
your store but it also means that comfortable families are more likely to take their time while
shopping!
AsIWill – Provide a “sensory friendly” shopping hour /
morning:
Can you provide one-hour / morning a week where the
tannoy system will not be in use, where no background
music will play, where the lights are dimmed and efforts are
made to make the shopping experience comfortable for
families with Autism?
If so, you are on to a big draw of customers!

AsIWill – Provide visual aids / social story on our website:
Preparing to go to a new retail outlet or store can be a major challenge for those with autism.
What will it look like? Where will we go? Will everything be ok?
These are common concerns of the Autism community. Can you provide a bank of images
or a 360 degree tour on your website? This would be a great resource for the community, in
preparing to visit somewhere for the 1st time.

AsIWill– Provide a priority queuing system:
On busy shopping days it is very difficult for people with autism due to noise levels, crowds
and anxiety. Is it possible to provide a priority queuing system for families, who register the
fact that they are affected by autism, with your store?

AsIWill– Hold a training day for staff:
There is no better commitment to autism awareness
than holding a training event for your staff to learn how
they can be more Autism friendly, how best to work
with customers with the condition and how to resolve
common challenges.
Ensuring that your Customer Service staff are
Autism Aware can make it easier for customers to seek assistance while shopping.
Contact grainne@asiam.ie for more information about the possibility of arranging a training
course free of charge
AsIWill – Meet my local support group:
Just as no two shops are the same, no two people with autism are the same.
A great first step in identifying where your store could be more autism friendly would be to
hold a meeting with your local autism support group.

AsIWill– Notify families of store layout changes
So much stress is caused by change and unexpected change can be a major
hurdle for families affected by autism.
Could you email your local support group, post on social media or send a text or photo to
registered families when you make a significant layout change? Place a notice within the
shop explaining plans of new lay out changes This would be an enormous support to the
autism community.

AsIWill– Provide a product order / notification service
Families with autism often need very specific products, and also, in order to prepare a family
member with the condition, the family need to know when a product is available.
Can you reserve products or notify customers when a product they are looking for has
arrived in?
This would be a major relief of stress for many families affected by autism

AsIWill– Be a centre for Autism Awareness
We mentioned how, at times, families affected by autism feel isolated. This is often due to a
lack of public awareness which leads to staring, name calling or rushing in retail stores.
To counter this, can you display autism awareness posters and flyers in your store?

